Transmissible gastroenteritis coronavirus (TGEV) genomic RNA transcription generates 5-and 3-coterminal subgenomic mRNAs. This process involves a discontinuous step during the synthesis of minus-sense RNA that is modulated by transcription-regulating sequences located at the 3 end of the leader (TRS-L) and also preceding each viral gene (TRS-Bs). TRSs include a highly conserved core sequence (CS) (5-CUAAAC-3) and variable flanking sequences. It has been previously proposed that TRS-Bs act as attenuation or stop signals during the synthesis of minus-sense RNAs. The nascent minus-stranded RNA would then be transferred by a template switch process to the TRS-L, which acts as the acceptor RNA. To study whether the TRS-L is structured and to determine whether this structure has a functional impact on genomic and subgenomic viral RNA synthesis, we have used a combination of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and UV thermal denaturation approaches together with site-directed mutagenesis and in vivo transcriptional analyses. The results indicated that a 36-nucleotide oligomer encompassing the wild-type TRS-L forms a structured hairpin closed by an apical AACUAAA heptaloop. This loop contains most of the CS and is isolated from a nearby internal loop by a short Watson-Crick base-paired stem. TRS-L mutations altering the structure and the stability of the TRS-L hairpin affected replication and transcription, indicating the requirement of a functional RNA hairpin structure in these processes.
Transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) is an enveloped virus of the Coronaviridae family containing a single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome of 28.5 kb. The first two-thirds of the genome encodes two replicase polyproteins, while the last third comprises the genes encoding structural and nonstructural viral proteins ( Fig. 1A) (10, 18) .
Coronaviruses (CoVs) share with other plus-stranded RNA viruses the synthesis of subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNAs) as a mechanism to regulate the expression of the proteins encoded at the 3Ј end of the genome (9, 10, 18, 22, 27) . CoV sgmRNAs have a terminal leader sequence of around 60 to 93 nucleotides (nt) derived from the 5Ј end of the genome fused to distant RNA coding sequences. This implies a discontinuous step during the synthesis of sgRNAs (22, 29, 35) . This step is guided by transcription-regulating sequences (TRSs) found at the 3Ј end of the leader (TRS-L) and also preceding each gene (TRS-Bs). TRSs comprise a common core sequence (CS) (5Ј-CUAAAC-3Ј), together with 5Ј-and 3Ј-flanking nucleotide sequences that vary depending on the gene but that also are essential for sgmRNA production (29, 35) .
According to the current model of discontinuous transcription in CoVs (26, 29, 35) (Fig. 1B ) and related arteriviruses (23, 24, 32) , the TRS-Bs would act as slow-down and detachment signals for the transcription complex during the synthesis of minus-stranded RNA, possibly by forming a precomplex with the TRS-L and proteins (29) . Then, base pairing between the complement of TRS-B (cTRS-B) in the nascent minusstranded RNA and the TRS-L, located at the 5Ј untranslated region (5Ј-UTR) of the genomic RNA, would allow a template switch. Resumption of minus-stranded RNA synthesis would add the complementary sequence of the 93-nt leader sequence to the minus-stranded sgRNA (Fig. 1B) . Discontinuous transcription in CoVs would require at least three steps: (i) physical proximity of the distal TRS-B and TRS-L sequences, (ii) detachment of nascent minus-stranded RNA and transcription complex from the TRS-B, and (iii) base pairing between the TRS-L and the cTRS-B in the nascent RNA. This process resembles a high-frequency similarity-assisted RNA recombination in which the TRS-L would act as an acceptor for the cTRS-B donor sequence. This similarity-assisted RNA recombination usually requires hairpin structures present in the acceptor RNA (3, 7, 21, 23) .
The sequence requirements for replication in TGEV and other CoVs have been determined (4, 11, 14, 17) . Both 5Ј and 3Ј ends of viral genome contain cis-acting signals that are essential for replication. Modifications of the TRS-L sequence, located within an essential region of viral 5Ј end, could affect genome replication, and the discontinuous RNA synthesis could also be affected by the availability of genome molecules as templates for transcription.
To assess the possible impact of the TRS-L structure on CoV genome replication and on template switching, we have used TGEV, a member of CoV genus ␣, as a model. First, the structure and stability of the TGEV TRS-L were determined by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and UV thermal denaturing experiments. Then, specific domains of this structure were modified by site-directed mutagenesis and their effects on virus RNA replication and transcription were studied. The results indicated that the TRS-L of TGEV forms a well-defined hairpin structure closed by an apical 5Ј-AACUA AA-3Ј heptaloop. This loop contains most of the leader CS (CS-L) and is isolated from a nearby internal loop by a short stem of three Watson-Crick pairs. Mutations that disrupt the structure of the TRS-L hairpin or modify its thermal stability had a significant effect on viral replication and transcription.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Large-scale RNA transcription. Unlabeled RNA oligonucleotides encompassing the TGEV TRS-L wild-type (WT) and mutant sequences (Fig. 2) were prepared by T7 polymerase in vitro transcription from oligonucleotide DNA templates. For the wild-type TRS-L sequence, unlabeled 36-nucleotide (WT) as well as unlabeled, 15 N-labeled, and 13 C/ 15 N-labeled 34-nucleotide (WT S ) variants were synthesized. 15 N-labeled and 13 C/ 15 N-labeled nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) were prepared from cellular RNA as described previously (25) . After a purification procedure based on gel electrophoresis and dialysis, all samples were microdialyzed in aqueous solutions containing 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 6.0) and 0.1 mM EDTA. The final RNA concentration in the NMR samples ranged between 0.1 and 0.3 mM. The wild-type sample and several mutants were also analyzed in the same buffer supplemented with 100 mM NaCl or 5 mM MgCl 2 to evaluate the effects of ionic strength and divalent cations on the structures.
NMR spectroscopy. The NMR spectroscopy technique used provides interproton distances (through the nuclear Overhauser effect [NOE]) and hydrogen bonding information, which are useful for studying the three-dimensional (3D) structure of RNA molecules in solution (for a methodological review, see reference 13 and references therein). NMR spectra were acquired on 600-MHz (cryoprobe-equipped) and 500-MHz Bruker Avance III spectrometers, processed with Topspin 1.3 (Bruker Biospin), and analyzed using Sparky 3.110 (T. D. Goddard and D. G. Kneller, University of California, San Francisco). For the unlabeled samples, spectra recorded in D 2 O were acquired at several temperatures (typically 27°C and 34°C) and included series of 2D NOE spectroscopy (NOESY) (mixing times 80, 120, and 250 ms), double-quantum filtered correlation spectroscopy (DQF-COSY), total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) (60 ms), and rotating-frame NOESY (ROESY) experiments. NOESY spectra were also recorded in H 2 O, generally at 8°C with a 150-ms mixing time. The relaxation delay was 2 s for all experiments with unlabeled samples. For the 15 Relative to the wild-type sequence (WT), the TRS-L mutant sequences change the stability of the upper stem (MS1), disrupt the upper stem (MS2, MS3, and IL-3), or close the adjacent internal loop (IL-1, IL-2, and IL-3) to different degrees. To reduce the tendency of some of these RNA hairpins to dimerize, several sequences were also synthesized with the terminal G1 ⅐ U34 pair replaced with G1 ⅐ C34 and with no 3Ј-UU overhang; these are designated with the same name followed by an "S" superscript. Circled nucleotides indicate the mutated positions. WT S samples, 2D 1 H-15 N heteronuclear single-quantum correlation (HSQC) was recorded in H 2 O, as well as HNN-COSY experiments allowing detection of hydrogen bonds between bases via two-bond N-N couplings (6) . For the 13 C/ 15 N-labeled WT S sample, 2D 1 H-13 C HSQC, 3D 13 C-edited NOESY-heteronuclear multiple-quantum correlation (HMQC) (100-and 200-ms mixing times), 3D HCCH exclusive correlation spectroscopy (E-COSY), 2D HCCH-TOCSY, 3D HCP, and 3D 13 C-edited 1 H-31 P heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) spectra were also acquired at 27°C in D 2 O.
UV thermal denaturation experiments. The thermal stability of the RNA structures was monitored by measuring the UV absorbance at 260 nm as a function of temperature in a Varian Cary 300 UV/visible spectrophotometer. The temperature was raised from 5 to 95°C at a gradient of 1°C min Ϫ1 and subsequently decreased at the same rate to evaluate the reversibility of the process. The experiments were carried out using RNA at 0.1 to 0.6 optical density units (ODU)/ml (0.5 to 1.6 M), and the thermal denaturing profiles were examined in three different aqueous solutions: one with 0.1 mM EDTA and 10 mM sodium cacodylate (pH 6.0) and the other two additionally containing either 100 mM NaCl or 5 mM MgCl 2 .
Cells and transfection. Baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells stably transformed with the porcine aminopeptidase N gene (5) and with the Sindbis virus replicon pSINrep1 (12) , expressing TGEV N protein (BHK-pAPN-N cells), were grown in Dulbecco's modified medium supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS) and G418 (1.5 mg/ml) as a selection agent. BHK-pAPN-N cells were grown to 95% confluence on 35-mm-diameter plates and transfected with 4 g of each TGEV replicon, representing on average 100 molecules per cell, by using 12 g of Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's specifications. To minimize transfection variability, each pair of data used for comparison (mutant gRNA-WT gRNA and mutant sgmRNA-WT sgmRNA) came from the same transfection and quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR) experiment. Furthermore, the conditions in transfection experiments were strictly controlled: (i) the same number of cells per well was seeded (5 ϫ 10 5 cells/well); (ii) the same amount of cDNA was always transfected (100 molecules per cell); and (iii) cDNA was purified using a Large-Construct kit (Qiagen) including an exonuclease treatment to remove bacterial DNA contamination and damaged plasmids, thus providing ultrapure DNA plasmid for transfection.
Plasmid constructs. cDNAs of TGEV-derived replicons were generated by PCR-directed mutagenesis. All mutants were generated from pBAC-TGEV plasmid (2), containing the TGEV genome (GenBank accession no. AJ271965) as a template, and specific oligonucleotides. Two overlapping fragments were obtained by PCR. The first one, common to all mutants, was generated with Oli 5ЈI and Oligo RS oligonucleotides ( Table 1 ). The second fragment, specific for each mutant, was generated with Oli 3ЈD and the specific forward oligonucleotide ( Table 1 ). After the overlapping PCR, the resulting fragments with SfiI and ApaLI restriction sites on the 5Ј and 3Ј ends, respectively, were introduced into the same sites of a pBAC plasmid containing only the first 4,423 nt of the TGEV genome. From this intermediate plasmid, the SfiI-ClaI fragments were obtained and then introduced into the same sites of pBAC-TGEV-REP1⌬Cla (1) lacking the ClaI-ClaI fragment. The ClaI-ClaI fragment was subsequently introduced into all bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) to obtain complete pBAC-TGEV-REP1 including TRS-L mutant sequences.
RNA analysis by real-time RT-PCR. Total intracellular RNA was extracted at 24 h posttransfection (hpt) from transfected BHK-pAPN-N cells and purified with an RNeasy minikit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's specifications. To remove transfected DNA from samples for quantitative RT-PCR analysis, 7 g of each RNA in 100 l was treated with 20 U of DNase I (Roche) for 30 min at 37°C. DNA-free RNAs were repurified using the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen). cDNAs were synthesized using 60 ng RNA with the MultiScribe reverse transcriptase (high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit; Applied Biosystems). Quantitative analysis of RNAs from TGEV-derived replicons was performed by real-time RT-PCR. Oligonucleotides used for PCRs were designed with Primer Express software (Applied Biosystems) ( Table 2 ). SYBR green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems) was used in the PCR step, according to the manufacturer's specifications. Detection was performed with an ABI PRISM 7000 sequence detection system (Applied Biosystems). Data were analyzed with ABI PRISM 7000 SDS version 1.2.3 software.
RNA hybridization assays. RNA hybridization assays were performed between wild-type or mutant TRS-L sequences and the complement of TRS-7 (cTRS-7). Synthetic unlabeled 34-nt RNAs (Microsynth), containing wild-type or mutant TRS-L sequences similar to those analyzed by NMR, were incubated with a 16-nt biotinylated RNA with the cTRS-7 sequence. The hybridization reactions were performed with each pair of RNAs (0.025 M each RNA) in a total volume of 10 l of annealing buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 0.1 M NaCl, 0.02 mM EDTA, 2% glycerol). RNAs alone were previously heated to 95°C for 2 min and then slowly cooled down to 37°C. Then annealing buffer was added, and reaction mixtures were incubated for 10 min at 37°C. Reactions were stopped by adding 2 l of stop solution (50 mM EDTA, 2.5% SDS, 25% glycerol, 0.01% xylene cyanol, 0.01% bromophenol blue). RNAs were separated in 20% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels and transferred to nylon membranes (BrightStar Plus; Ambion). Biotinylated RNAs were detected using BrightStar BioDetect kit (Am- 
The mutated nucleotides are underlined. Restriction sites are in bold (EcoRI, GAATTC). In silico analysis. Potential base-paring score calculations for mutant TRS-L sequences were performed as previously described (35) . ⌬G calculations were performed using a two-state hybridization server (http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu /applications/hybrid/twostate.php) (19) . Predictions of secondary structure were performed using the Mfold Web server for nucleic acid folding and hybridization prediction (http://mfold.bioinfo.rpi.edu/cgi-bin/rna-form1.cgi) (33) . The analysis of sequences was performed using DNASTAR Lasergene software 7.0.
RESULTS

The TRS-L of TGEV forms a hairpin structure in solution.
Using unlabeled as well as 15 N-and 15 N/ 13 C-labeled samples, we have examined by NMR spectroscopy the conformation of the TGEV TRS-L, represented by 36-nucleotide and 34-nucleotide oligomers. The 36-nt wild-type oligomer (WT) contained the 6-nt CS-L core sequence and 15 nt flanking the CS-L 5Ј and 3Ј ends, whereas the 34-nt variant (WT S ) was generated by replacement of the terminal G1 ⅐ U34 with G ⅐ C and removal of the 3Ј-UU overhang (Fig. 2 ). Both oligonucleotides encompassed the transcription-regulating sequences previously shown to be relevant for TGEV discontinuous transcription (29, 35) , and their lengths were appropriate for NMR analyses of wild-type and mutant TRS-Ls. Furthermore, previous Mfold predictions also supported the formation of a hairpin structure comprising this region of the TGEV leader sequence.
The WT and WT S oligonucleotides fold back on themselves, forming similar hairpin motifs in solution ( Fig. 2) , as indicated by the hydrogen-bonding and NOE interactions detected by the NMR analyses ( Fig. 3 and 4 ). These hairpins were closed by an apical 5Ј-AACUAAA-3Ј heptaloop comprising most of the CS. A short stem of three Watson-Crick pairs separated this apical loop from an adjacent 5Ј-CCAAC ⅐ AAUAUU-3Ј internal loop, which was closed on the other side by a terminal stem of five base pairs (Fig. 2) . The presence of the Watson-Crick pairs forming the upper and lower stems was clearly demonstrated by HNN-COSY experiments allowing detection of hydrogen bonds between bases via two-bond N-N couplings (6) and by NOESY data (Fig. 3 ), as well as by detection of C3Ј-endo conformations typical of nucleotides embedded in standard A helices. Detailed analyses of two-and three-dimensional NOESY WT S data indicated that most of the bases of both the apical and internal loops of the TRS-L hairpin were not opened but rather formed well-defined stacked structures. In the apical 5Ј-AACUAAA-3Ј heptaloop, the C16 and U17 nucleotides made the backbone turn, but sugar-base and basebase NOE interactions were detected for the G13-A15 and A18-C21 segments of the loop (Fig. 3) , clearly indicating nucleotide stacking. Likewise, the nucleotides of both strands of the internal loop also formed continuous stacks, as indicated by sugar-base and base-base sequential NOE interactions as well as by interstrand adenine H2-sugar H1Ј NOEs (Fig. 3 ). This was expected, given the similar lengths of both sides of the loop (5 and 6 nucleotides). However, these interactions were weaker than those observed in Watson-Crick stems. The presence of this internal loop also broadened the imino resonances FIG. 3. Two-dimensional NOESY spectrum of wild-type TGEV TRS-L. The assignments of the H2/H6/H8-H1Ј/H5 WT S NOESY region (250-ms mixing time, 27°C) are indicated. Intraresidue H1Ј-H6/H8 cross peaks are labeled with residue name and number, intraresidue H5-H6 cross peaks are labeled with residue number, and sequential NOE connectivities are indicated with horizontal arrows. Cross peaks a to p are assigned as follows: a, C6 H6-C7 H5; b, C10 H6-U11 H5; c, U11 H6-C12 H5; d, A20 H8-C21 H5; e, A27 H8-U28 H5; f, U29 H6-U30 H5; g, G31 H8-U32 H5; h, A3 H2-C4 H1Ј; i, A5 H2-C6 H1Ј; j, A5 H2-G31 H1Ј; k, A8 H2-A9 H1Ј; l, A9 H2-U26 H1Ј; m, A23 H2-C12 H1Ј and A23 H2-A24 H1Ј(overlapped); n, A24 H2-U11 H1Ј; o, A25 H2-C10 H1Ј; and p, A27 H2-A8 H1Ј. All of the assignments are supported by analyses of two-and three-dimensional NOESY, HCCH-TOCSY, and HCCH-COSY data obtained from a 15 N/ 13 C-labeled WT S sample. of the upper stem ( Fig. 4 ) and significantly affected the thermal stability of the WT and WT S hairpins (see below).
Gel electrophoresis and UV thermal denaturation experiments indicated that a fraction of the WT hairpins dimerized in solution ( Fig. 5 ). This hairpin dimerization process was mostly abolished in the 34-nt RNA oligomer in which 3Ј-terminal UU nucleotides were deleted (WT S system), as revealed by the presence of a monomeric band in gel electrophoresis experiments (data not shown) and by monophasic UV denaturing profiles. The WT S RNA motif also led to better-quality NMR spectra ( Fig. 3 ). Analysis of HNN-COSY spectra confirmed that the base-pairing interactions detected by NMR were established within the monomeric hairpins shown in Fig. 2 . This analysis was performed by comparison of HNN-COSY spectra of WT S obtained with a 100% 15 N-labeled sample and with a mixture of 50% unlabeled and 50% 15 N-labeled RNA (8) .
The TRS-L mutants modulate the structure and stability of the hairpin. Six mutants were designed to modulate the structural and thermodynamic properties of the TRS-L hairpin ( Fig. 2) and were analyzed by one-and two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy ( Fig. 4 ) and UV thermal denaturation experiments (Table 3 ). Internal loop (IL) mutants IL-1 and IL-2 were designed to close this loop to different extents (Fig. 2) . In mutant IL-2, the internal loop was almost completely replaced by a Watson-Crick base-paired stem, as demonstrated by its exchangeable and nonexchangeable proton NMR spectra (Fig.  4A ). This mutant exhibited the strongest thermal stabilization with respect to the wild type (Table 3 ). In the single mutant IL-1, the internal loop was partially closed from the apical side by adding one additional C10 ⅐ G24 base pair to the upper stem. This was confirmed by the NMR data and is indicated in Fig. 4A by the presence of a G24 Watson-Crick imino and by the stabilization of the nearby U11 imino. The thermal stability of this mutant hairpin was also increased in relation to the wild type but to a lesser extent relative to IL-2 ( Table 3 ). The double mutant MS1 (Fig. 2 ) was designed to increase the stability of the TRS-L hairpin without altering its structure by replacing the terminal U11 ⅐ A23 pair of the upper microstem (MS) with a C11 ⅐ G23 pair. The MS1 structure was confirmed by one-and two-dimensional NMR experiments (Fig. 4A ). The effect of these mutations on thermal stability was weaker than that observed in the IL-1 and IL-2 structures, as expected (Table 3) .
In contrast to the IL-1, IL-2, and MS1 mutants, which were designed to close the internal loop or stabilize the upper stem, mutants IL-3, MS2, and MS3 were intended to destabilize the upper stem located below the CS-L to different degrees. In the IL-3 mutant the internal loop was partially closed at the terminal side, while the Watson-Crick pairs of the upper stem were completely disrupted (Fig. 2) . This was confirmed by two-dimensional spectroscopy data. The absence of the upperstem U11, G13, and G22 imino resonances and the appearance of new lower-stem U26, U27, G28, and G29 Watson-Crick iminos can be observed in Fig. 4A . The thermal stability of the IL-3 mutant was higher than that of the wild-type sequence ( Table 3) . Mutants MS2 and MS3 were designed to eliminate one or two Watson-Crick pairs from the upper stem, respectively (Fig. 2) . These two adenine-rich mutants exhibited lower thermal stability than the wild-type hairpin, as expected (Table  3 ). Since the MS2 and MS3 mutants aggregated under all NMR conditions tested, NMR analyses focused instead on 34-nt MS2 S and MS3 S variants lacking the 3Ј-UU overhang (Fig. 2) , which could be studied by one-and two-dimensional spectroscopy experiments (Fig. 4B ). The exchangeable G13 and G22 iminos, already broadened in the WT and WT S spectra, were not detectable in either mutant (Fig. 4B ). However, examination of two-dimensional NOESY and TOCY data at 15°C revealed that the nonexchangeable proton chemical shift and cross peak patterns in MS2 S were similar to those observed in the WT S hairpin (data not shown). In contrast, these patterns were different in MS3 S , indicating that the apical region of this mutant hairpin did not retain the structure adopted by the wild-type sequence. a Melting temperatures obtained from UV-monitored thermal denaturation profiles. The averages and standard deviations were obtained from two to four experiments carried out in aqueous solutions containing 10 mM sodium cacodylate (pH 6.0), 100 mM NaCl, and 0.1 mM EDTA. Most of the intramolecular hairpins containing a 3Ј-UU tail (Fig. 2 ) underwent a hairpin dimerization process characterized by a biphasic UV thermal transition and an additional electrophoretic band. The reported T m values correspond to the first transition, which reflects the melting of the intramolecular hairpins. The second transition is essentially sequence independent (76 Ϯ 4°C for all sequences except IL-2 and IL-3) and likely corresponds to the separation of the dimer (Fig. 5) .
b Base-pairing energies between the 5Ј-CGAACUAAACGAAA-3Ј TRS-L (ϩ) sequence and the 5Ј-UUUGUUUAGUUCG-3Ј complement of TRS-M, obtained with the DINAMELT software (19) . The core sequences are underlined, and the nucleotides that vary in the different TRS-L (ϩ) mutants are indicated in bold.
c The values correspond to sgmRNA synthesis levels of replicon mutants.
FIG. 5. Gel electrophoresis and UV thermal denaturation profiles of wild-type and mutant TRS-Ls. (A) Native gels comparing the electrophoretic mobilities of the indicated RNA oligonucleotides. Experimental conditions were as follows: 4°C, 20% polyacrylamide, 10 M RNA in 10 mM sodium cacodylate (pH 6.0), and 0.1 mM EDTA. The upper band exhibited by the WT, MS1, IL-1, MS2, and MS3 RNAs corresponds to a dimeric species that is weakly populated or absent in the sequences where the internal loop is closed (IL-2) or the 3Ј-UU tail is eliminated (MS2 S and MS3 S ). (B) UV-monitored thermal denaturation curves of WT, WT S , and IL-2 oligonucleotides. Melting temperatures are indicated on the curves. Sequences giving rise to biphasic curves have a sequence-dependent lower transition and an essentially sequence-independent upper transition that likely corresponds to the melting of the dimer (Table 3) . WT RNA exhibits a biphasic thermal curve with two transitions, whereas WT S (lacking a 3Ј-UU tail) and IL-2 (without an internal loop) show a monophasic profile with only one melting temperature. (C) Model of an antiparallel dimer of hairpins likely responsible for the upper electrophoretic bands and the biphasic melting curves exhibited by some TRS-L sequences. Dimer formation is facilitated by interactions between the self-complementary AAUAUU sequence present in the internal loop and by head-totail interactions between the AACUAAA apical loop and the 3Ј-UU tail (indicated by gray lines). HNN-COSY experiments conducted with WT S confirmed that all base-pairing interactions detected by NMR are established within intramolecular hairpins.
The structure and stability of the TRS-L hairpin affect TGEV replication and transcription levels. The TRS-L is embedded within the 5Ј-UTR, and this region is involved in CoV replication (9, 14) . Therefore, TRS-L mutations might have an effect on replication, which would in turn influence the total amount of mRNAs accumulated. As a consequence, it was decided to analyze the replication of the TRS-L mutants to evaluate whether the effects observed in transcription were also due to changes in replication leading to reduced levels of template gRNA. Transfected replicon cDNA is first transcribed in the nucleus by cellular RNA polymerase II (pol II) to yield replicon gRNA. These replicon gRNA molecules are then transported to the cytoplasm, where they are translated to produce the viral replicase, which amplifies replicon gRNA and also transcribes sgmRNAs. The amount of gRNA synthesized by RNA pol II in transfected BHK-pAPN-N cells was quantified using a mutant replicon with an inactive replicase. This amount represented 1% of gRNA levels in a replicationcompetent replicon (data not shown). Therefore, the amount of replicon gRNA quantified in transfection experiments was mainly (99%) produced by the replicon self-amplification activity.
The effect of the TRS-L mutations on replication and transcription activities was analyzed using a reverse genetics system (2) . The mutations were introduced into the cDNA of a TGEV replicon, and the replication and transcriptional activities of mutant replicons transfected into BHK-pAPN-N cells (1) were evaluated by quantitative RT-PCR. N protein is essential for viral transcription (34); therefore, as in some mutants N gene expression might be affected, N protein was provided in trans by using BHK-pAPN-N cells in all the experiments.
Mutations in CS-L flanking sequences affect the complementarity between the TRS-L and the cTRS-B. The extent of base pairing is the main determinant for transcriptional activity (29) . To assess the potential influence of complementarity be-tween the TRS-L mutant sequences and the complement of genes M, N, and 7 TRS-Bs on transcription, base-pairing energies were calculated (19) . No significant differences were observed relative to the wild-type TRS-L sequence (Tables 3  and 4 ), indicating that the observed variations in transcriptional activity were most likely not due to changes in basepairing extent between the TRS-L and the cTRS-Bs.
The self-replication activity of the IL-1, MS1, and MS3 mutant replicons was between 55 to 70% of the wild-type reference levels (Fig. 6 ), whereas sgmRNA levels in the same mutants were reduced to a greater extent (37 to 50% relative to the wild type). In the IL-2 and IL-3 mutants, gRNA levels were reduced to around 25% of wild-type RNA levels, whereas transcription levels were 1% or less than those of the wild type (Fig. 6) . In contrast, mutant MS2 maintained both wild-type replication and transcription levels. These results indicated that the modification of TRS-L sequence and structure led to a reduction of both the replication and the transcription levels and that TRS-L mutations reduced transcription levels to a greater extent than expected from the reduction in replication rates. For mutants IL-1 and MS3, the differences between replication and transcription levels were at the limit of statistical significance (IL-1, P ϭ 0.064; MS3, P ϭ 0.065), while for mutants MS1, IL-2, and IL-3, reduction of transcription was significantly higher than that of replication (MS1, P ϭ 0.005; IL-2, P ϭ 0.000001; IL-3, P ϭ 0.0001). In all mutants, the reduction in sgmRNA levels was similar for the M (Fig. 6 ), N, and 7 genes ( Table 4 ), indicating that the TRS-L mutations varying the structure or thermal stability affected the transcription of all genes to the same extent, as could be expected.
Mutant MS1 stabilized the microstem below the CS-L, whereas mutant IL-1 extended this stem by one base pair ( Fig.  2 and 4A ). Both mutants moderately increased the thermal stability of the TRS-L hairpin ( Table 3 ) and showed a significant reduction in replication and in viral sgmRNA levels ( Fig.   FIG. 6 . Transcriptional activity and replication of TGEV TRS-L mutant replicons. Quantification of replication (black bars) and transcription (gray bars) in TRS-L mutants was by real-time RT-PCR. Transcription and replication levels of each mutant replicon are expressed in relation to those of the wild-type replicon. The data are the averages from four independent transfection experiments. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis was performed in duplicate in each case. Error bars represent the standard deviations. In each transfection experiment, qRT-PCR data were processed by comparing the levels of gRNA and sgmRNAs of the TRS-L mutants with those of gRNA and sgmRNAs in the wild-type replicon. This relative quantification was performed using the 2 Ϫ⌬⌬CT method, which compares cycle threshold values (16) . (Fig. 2 and 4A ) and exhibited the highest thermal stabilization relative to the wild type (Table 3 ). In this case replication was significantly reduced, and the synthesis of sgmRNA was almost completely abolished, as it was reduced to 0.2% of wild-type levels (Fig. 6 ). The IL-3 mutant was designed to study the effect of disrupting the upper stem in the context of a structure with a partially closed internal loop. This disruption would place the CS-L and its flanking sequences in a more opened conformation, in principle favoring the base pairing between the TRS-L and the cTRS-B. The NMR data indicated that in IL-3 the Watson-Crick pairs of the upper stem were completely disrupted, while the internal loop was partially closed from the terminal side ( Fig. 2 and 4A) . The resulting thermal stability was significantly higher than that of the wild type (Table 3 ). IL-3 showed significantly reduced replication levels and M gene sgmRNA synthesis of 1% relative to the wild-type level (Fig. 6 ). Thus, disruption of the base pairs of the upper stem, leading to an opened conformation of CS-L and its flanking sequences, did not favor transcription in the context of a stable structure with a partially closed internal loop. This result indicated that a high thermal stability of the hairpin associated with an alteration of the TRS-L upper stem almost abolished transcription.
Mutants MS2 and MS3 were designed to assess the effect on sgmRNA synthesis of a destabilization of the upper stem below the CS loop without simultaneously closing the internal loop (Fig. 2) . In principle, this would promote the CS-L and its flanking sequences to adopt a conformation more accessible for base paring with the cTRS-B in the nascent RNA (Fig. 2) . The destabilization of the upper stem was confirmed by the NMR data for both mutants (Fig. 4B ) and led to a reduction in thermal stability in relation to that of the wild-type hairpin ( Table 3) . Two-dimensional NMR data confirmed that the MS2 S mutant hairpin retained a structure similar to that of the wild type. In contrast, the conformation of the apical region of the MS3 S hairpin was different from that of the wild type. In agreement with these observations, RNA synthesis by mutant MS2 was similar to that of the wild-type replicon, while the transcriptional activity of the MS3 mutant was reduced to 35% of wild-type levels (Fig. 6) , indicating that the TRS-L conformation in the MS3 replicon was less active in replication and transcription.
A good correlation between sgmRNA synthesis levels and thermal stability was observed for those TRS-L mutants that preserved the structure of the wild-type hairpin apical region (MS1, MS2, IL-1, and IL-2) (r 2 ϭ 0.86) (Fig. 7) . The mutations within IL-3 led to both structural changes and increased thermal stability. The MS3 mutant had a different apical region conformation, while exhibiting a thermal stability similar to that of MS2. The fact that the MS3 replicon had low transcriptional activity and fell out of the observed correlation ( Fig. 7) indicated that in addition to optimal thermal stability, proper hairpin structure was required for efficient replication and transcription levels. A similar correlation between thermal stability and gRNA synthesis levels was confirmed (data not shown).
TRS-L structure affects hybridization between TRS-L and cTRS-B. The extent of the hybridization between a 16-nucleotide 5Ј-biotinylated RNA oligonucleotide complementary to the gene 7 TRS-B (cTRS-7) (5Ј-AUCUCGUUUAGUUCGU-3Ј) and the 34-nucleotide sequences representing wild-type FIG. 7 . Correlation between thermal stability and sgmRNA synthesis in TGEV TRS-L mutants. sgmRNA synthesis in mutant replicons was expressed in relation to that of the wild type, and thermal stability was determined from UV-monitored thermal denaturation experiments. The MS3 and IL-3 mutants were not included in the calculation of the correlation coefficient. TRS-L and mutants IL-1, MS1, IL-2, MS2 and MS3 was determined ( Fig. 8 ). The extent of hybridization was calculated as the ratio between the single-stranded (cTRS-7) and doublestranded RNA electrophoretic bands determined by densitometry. Mutant MS2, which forms a hairpin retaining the wildtype conformation, showed a hybridization efficiency similar to that of the wild type ( Fig. 8A and B) , whereas mutants MS1, IL-1, and IL-2, forming hairpins with thermal stabilities higher than that of the wild-type hairpin (Table 3) , showed hybridization rates lower than that shown by the wild-type sequence ( Fig. 8A and B) . IL-2, forming the most stable hairpin (Table  3) , showed the lowest hybridization rate, which probably was responsible for the reduced sgmRNA synthesis observed with this mutant (Fig. 6 ). Altogether, these results strongly suggested that the increase in stability of the TRS-L hairpin negatively affected its ability to hybridize with the complement of the TRS-Bs. As explained above, the MS3 mutant, with a thermal stability close to that of the wild type, adopted a TRS-L RNA conformation different from that of the wild type due to the disruption of the Watson-Crick pairs below the CS-L. This suboptimal structure resulted in a reduced hybridization with cTRS-7 relative to that of the wild type, leading to the observed decrease in sgmRNA levels (Fig. 6 ).
DISCUSSION
To determine the relevance of TRS-L structure to TGEV replication and discontinuous transcription, structural and functional studies were performed on wild-type and mutant TRS-Ls. The NMR spectroscopy analyses indicated that the TRS-L of TGEV forms a hairpin structure capped by an apical 5Ј-AACUAAA-3Ј heptaloop that comprises most of the CS-L. This heptaloop was separated from an adjacent CCAAC ⅐ AAUAUU internal loop by a short upper stem consisting of three Watson-Crick pairs ( Fig. 2 and 3 ). Both the apical heptaloop and the internal loop formed welldefined stacked structures. Nucleotides C16 and U17 formed the backbone turn in the apical loop, whereas the rest of the bases of both loops were stacked with their neighbors (Fig. 3 ). Thermal denaturation experiments (Table 3) and broadening of imino resonances in the adjacent Watson-Crick stem (Fig. 4) showed that the presence of the internal loop significantly affected the thermal stability of the TRS-L hairpin.
Comparison of the structures, stabilities, and replication and transcription levels of wild-type and mutant TRS-Ls indicated that viral RNA synthesis was affected by the structure and stability of the TRS-L hairpin. For mutants that preserved the apical heptaloop structure (MS1, MS2, IL-1, and IL-2) (Fig. 2) , a good correlation between thermal stability and the levels of sgmRNA synthesis was observed ( Table 3 and Fig. 7) . Mutants MS1 and IL-1, stabilizing or extending by one base pair the upper stem below the apical CS-L loop, moderately increased the thermal stability of the TRS-L hairpin without producing significant changes in structure ( Fig. 2 and 4A) . The sgmRNA levels of the MS1 and IL-1 mutants were reduced by around 50% compared to that of the wild type ( Fig. 6 and 7) , indicating that TRS-L thermal stability was critical for optimal RNA synthesis. In the IL-2 mutant, the internal loop below the CS-L was mostly replaced with a Watson-Crick paired stem ( Fig. 2 and 4A). IL-2 gave rise to the highest thermal stabilization (Table 3 ) and almost completely abolished TGEV sgmRNA synthesis ( Fig. 6 and 7) . For this mutant, however, we cannot formally exclude the possibility that the lack of sgmRNA synthesis was also related to the elimination of the internal loop.
In mutant replicon IL-3, the internal loop was partially closed and the upper stem was completely disrupted (Fig. 2  and 4A ). In addition, the thermal stability of the IL-3 TRS-L hairpin was increased ( Table 3 ). In this mutant, replication was severely affected and transcription almost abolished.
The MS2 and MS3 constructs (Fig. 2) were designed to assess the effect of a destabilization of the upper stem below the CS-L loop on sgmRNA synthesis. A total or partial disruption of the upper stem would make the CS-L flanking sequences more accessible to the hybridization with the cTRS-B in the nascent RNA, favoring, in principle, the process of the template switch. The destabilization of the upper stem was confirmed by the NMR data for both mutants (Fig. 4B ) and led to a reduction in thermal stability in relation to that of the wild-type hairpin ( Table 3) . The MS2 mutant, where only a terminal U11 ⅐ A23 pair in the upper stem was disrupted (Fig. 2) , retained the structure of the wild-type hairpin and showed RNA synthesis levels similar to those of the wild type. In contrast, the apical region of the MS3 S mutant hairpin adopted an alternative structure, different from that of wild type, and a significant reduction of RNA synthesis was observed for this mutant (Fig. 6) . The results obtained with the MS3 mutant showed the relevance of the TRS-L hairpin structure, indicating that proper thermal stability was not sufficient for optimal RNA synthesis.
Altogether, the analysis of wild-type and mutant sequences indicated that the TRS-L needed to form a well-defined hairpin structure, with a specific optimal thermal stability, for efficient CoV replication and transcription. The upper stem and the internal loop probably contribute to provide a functional conformation to the apical CS-L heptaloop. This statement was supported by the reduction of sgmRNA levels observed when the upper stem was stabilized (MS1, IL-1, and IL-2 mutants) or disrupted (MS3 and IL-3) or when the internal loop was closed (IL-2 and IL-3). Conversely, mutant MS2, which mostly maintained all the structural elements and had a thermal stability similar to that of the wild type, showed unaffected RNA synthesis. In the IL-2 and IL-3 mutants the internal loop or the upper stem was not present and their thermal stability was highly increased, leading to severely reduced replication and transcription. These requirements could be expected according to a similarity-assisted RNA recombination model for the transcription template switch that is assisted by a structural motif (3, 7, 21, 23) .
The reduction in sgmRNA synthesis was similar for sgmRNAs M, N, and 7 in all mutants studied (Tables 3 and 4 ), indicating that changes in TRS-L affected synthesis of all sgmRNAs to the same extent. This result is consistent with observations of arteriviruses, where mutations in the leader TRS significantly influenced the synthesis of all sgmRNAs (31, 32) .
A hairpin RNA secondary structure was described for the leader transcription-regulating sequence of the equine arteritis virus (EAV) arterivirus (30) . This leader hairpin included a loop, containing the CS-L, significantly larger than that of TGEV and without an internal loop as that demonstrated for (30) . RNA secondary structure predictions for TRS-L regions in different coronaviruses also suggested the formation of hairpin structures similar to that demonstrated for TGEV in this report, but these were not validated with experimental data (30) . For both arteriviruses and coronaviruses, the CS-L is exposed, at least in part, in the apical loop according to the predicted hairpin structure. Thus, it seems that the TRS-L hairpin structure is important for leader TRS function in coronaviruses and arteriviruses, which share similar replication and discontinuous transcription mechanisms.
The 5Ј-UTR is involved in replication (9, 14) ; therefore, it was expected that TRS-L mutations would also have an effect on TGEV replication, reducing the amount of gRNA available as a template for transcription and indirectly affecting sgmRNA levels. The results obtained supported this hypothesis. In line with our observations on the relevance of the TRS-L of TGEV in RNA synthesis, the lability of a stem-loop contained in the 5Ј-UTR of mouse hepatitis coronavirus has also been identified as an essential factor for replication (15, 28) . The implication of the TRS-L structure in replication and transcription has also been observed in arteriviruses (30) . In EAV, mutants potentially affecting TRS-L secondary structure showed a severely reduced replication competence, although the effects on replication in these studies were not quantified and the mutant TRS structures were not experimentally assessed. Altogether, these results suggested that the involvement of TRS structures in replication and transcription is a conserved feature of the Nidovirales order.
The wild-type hairpin, and some mutant hairpins containing a 3Ј-UU overhang, showed a tendency to form dimers that were most likely antiparallel hairpin dimers. This dimerization process was mostly abolished in the WT S and mutant hairpins lacking the 3Ј-UU overhang (Fig. 2 and 5 ). The hairpin heptaloop is likely involved in this dimerization process via headto-tail interactions with the U-rich 3Ј-terminal end of the other hairpin monomer. This observation indicates that the AAC UAAA heptaloop is well suited to function as a landing platform for U-rich sequences. It is tempting to speculate that during discontinuous transcription, the template switch of the GUUUAG tract contained in the cTRS-Bs of the nascent minus RNA chain is facilitated by the specific orientation of adenine bases in the CS-L heptaloop active structure.
According to the current model of TGEV transcription (9, 28, 29) , the TRS-L hybridizes with the complement of TRS-B during the process of template switching. In agreement with this hypothesis, band shift experiments indicated that both the structure and the stability of the TRS-L hairpin affected the efficiency of hybridization between TRS-L and a complement of TRS-7 ( Fig. 8 ). On the other hand, the fact that the upper stem and AACUAAA apical heptaloop are required for transcription suggested that the three-dimensional structure of this region could also be involved in the template switch process. These observations provide experimental evidence for the selection of TRS-L during the template switch step, excluding the other genome TRS-Bs, albeit these TRSs also included the CS sequence. Only the CS-L, located in a sequence context leading to the optimal secondary structure and stability for template switching, may be used as a landing site for the newly synthesized minus-stranded RNA. The relevance of the extent of complementarity between TRS-L and the complement of the TRS-B in the nascent RNA in transcription was previously described (29, 35) . In addition, in this report the relevance of TRS-L structure and stability in transcription efficiency has been shown. The replication and transcription results obtained with the mutant TRS-Ls in the replicon system would also be expected in the viral context, since the process of RNA synthesis is identical in both systems (20) . Nevertheless, we consider that the regulation of transcription in the Nidovirales is a multifactorial process (9) , in which most likely other factors contribute to the fine-tuning of CoV transcription, including TRS-L interaction with viral and host cell proteins.
In conclusion, CoV transcription requires a discontinuous step during the synthesis of the minus-stranded sgRNAs, and this template switch requires the hybridization of the TRS-L with the cTRS-B in the nascent RNA. This report shows that the TRS-L of TGEV forms a well-defined hairpin structure capped by an apical 5Ј-AACUAAA-3Ј heptaloop that comprises most of the CS-L. In this hairpin, the majority of the bases are stacked within the helix rather than disordered. The structure and the stability of this TRS-L hairpin play an important role in replication and transcription.
